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As pastors and leaders of our churches, we tend to put the cart ahead of the horse, 

which means we tend to speak before we talk to God - we act before we get His  

direction.  It’s a hazard of the job.  

We are asked to make on the spot decisions 

and instead of saying these key words,  

 “Let me pray about it”,  

we choose to take the bull by the horns  

and run with it ourselves. 

Now of course, when the Holy Spirit is in us 

and we with Him, we can take that bull and 

wrestle it to the ground. But the problem is 

the day we let the world interfere with our connection and we go off half cocked, 

that’s the day I’m referring to. The day we were too busy to pray, that we had  

too much on our plate, the day we took the easy road, the shortcut.  

In the Bible Jesus tells us to pick up our cross every day, to pray always. 

When I was younger, I worked on a ranch for a guy who ended up letting me 

pretty much run the whole thing. Well, one day we brought all the calves in to 

brand, vaccinate and castrate. The owner wasn’t around and I didn’t want to  

wait for him. I figured I knew what I was doing and I’d just get the job done. 
 

I had a small crew of day help with me and  

we had just finished castrating the last bull  

when the owner showed up.  

I figured the owner would give me a bonus for 

being so efficient, but instead he was there 

with a couple of other ranchers that were  

looking for young bulls to buy.  

Now whenever I think I’ve got the plan,  

I remember that day ... and I start prayin’. 
 

1 Thessalonians 5:17 



 

 

 

 
 

Send us your 

event flyers  

& results  

so we can  
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Spring Revival & Super Horse Challenge 
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 Surround yourself with  Be the 

positive people who will  

support you  others when it rains,  

not just when the sun shines. 
  



In the day and age in which we live, social media seems to be the  

 mainstream communication in the world.  

People don’t talk when they can text or 

post and everything that goes on in our        

 lives is thought to be important news to all. 
 

Don’t get me wrong, some of the social media networks can be positive and 

informative. The key is choosing what to post and what you shouldn’t post. 

God’s not watching to see if you share or repost lies and  

hypocritical posts that want you to believe if you repost 

them you will get a million dollars or some blessing and  

if you don’t then God saw it and you’re a bad person.  

What we need to start thinking about is that, as Christians,  

we are God’s disciples, His ambassadors in the world.  

We need to remember who Christ is and ask ourselves what He would do.  

Jesus commanded us to go throughout the world and make disciples.  

     There is nowhere in the Great            Commission he told us to judge  

 or condemn another person.          Remember this... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cowboy Up  

Cowboy Church 

Let Love be your greatest aim ~1 Corinthians 14:1 



OKLAHOMA FELLOWSHIP  

OF COWBOY CHURCHES 

RIDIN’  

FOR  

THE  

BRAND ! 

A Milk Dud! 

What do you call a cow that doesn’t give milk? 


